
PARIS: Having entered France’s presidential race full
of sound and fury, far-right TV pundit Eric Zemmour
risks seeing his campaign amount to nothing because
of a widely contested clause of electoral law.

Like all candidates in the race, Zemmour needs to
muster 500 endorsements from elected figures
around the country by the middle of March in order
to have his name on the ballot paper for the polls in
April. His dramatic entrance into front-line politics
after a career spent in the media sent waves through
the French ruling class in September, making him
briefly the most talked-about challenger to President
Emmanuel Macron.

But the anti-Islam populist has admitted he risks
being excluded unless more mayors and other elected
figures agree to back him
under a system he has
denounced as discriminat-
ing against political out-
siders. “The endorsement
system is there to prevent
far-fetched candidates
from running,” Zemmour
said on Monday. “It’s not
there to enable established
parties to monopolise the
election and block rivals.”

He said that he had secured only 300-350 pledges
so far, but stressed that these are “at the moment only
promises”, suggesting some of them will not materi-
alise. Securing 500 signatures from a pool of 42,000
elected French figures that includes mayors, MPs and
local councillors sounds an easy task, but other veter-
an candidates are also reporting difficulties.

These include longstanding far-right leader
Marine Le Pen, who has an established grassroots
party unlike Zemmour, and hard-left leader and MP
Jean-Luc Melenchon, who heads the France
Unbowed movement.

‘Real problem’ 
A large part of the explanation is that, since a

reform under former President Francois Hollande
in 2016, endorsements are now made public.

This means many mayors are reluctant to back
controversial and divisive figures such as
Zemmour, who has two hate crime convictions,
because they fear pushback from their local com-
munities.

Others fret about backing someone from out-
side their party, which might cause them prob-
lems with their own political family-something
they could avoid under the previously
anonymised system.

Stephane Zumsteeg, a political analyst at the
Ipsos polling firm, said that “creating suspense”
about the endorsement system was an “old classic”
in French politics, used repeatedly by Le Pen and
her father Jean-Marie in the past.

“It keeps them in the
public eye and enables
them to present them-
selves as victims of the
system,” he told AFP.
“That said, in the partic-
ular  case of  Er ic
Zemmour, there’s a real
problem, unless he is giv-
en help,”  he added.
“Fewer and fewer mayors
are agreeing to endorse

candidates.”
Interior Minister Gerald Darmanin ruled out any

change to the law yesterday, saying “you don’t
change the rules a few days before the match.”

Helping hand? 
Le Pen, who has most to lose from a Zemmour

candidacy, has said in private that she believes her
63-year-old rival will not go the full distance and
compete in the two-round election which begins
on April 10. Beyond the short-term challenge of
gathering endorsements, surveys of voters cur-
rently put the best-selling author and commentator
behind Macron, Le Pen and right-winger Valerie
Pecresse in fourth, with about 13 percent.

He is also trending downwards, polls show, hav-
ing been pictured giving the middle-finger to a

protester in December and seeing his first major
political rally overshadowed by a brawl involving a
far-right gang.

His lack of momentum has made it difficult to
lure big-name talent to his team, although the
defection of the former number two in the main-
stream right-wing Republicans party, Guillaume
Peltier, represented a small victory at the weekend.

If he were to pull out, analysts wonder who
would benefit most on the right: Pecresse from the
Republicans, who is running a campaign focused
on law and order, or Le Pen?

“It’s diff icult to say categorically,” said
Zumsteeg. “Roughly, you could imagine it splitting

with two-thirds of votes going to Le Pen and a
third to Pecresse.”

As a result, many observers suspect Pecresse’s
deep-rooted Republicans party might lend a help-
ing hand to Zemmour behind the scenes to keep him
in the race in order to draw votes away from Le Pen.
Macron remains the favourite overall, polls show.

Zemmour sounded resolute and confident on
Monday as he addressed a New Year’s press con-
ference-which consisted of a diatribe against the
“politically correct” media which he said the public
was “right to be angry at.” “In exactly a year, I will
invite you to the presidential palace and our rela-
tionship will not be the same,” he said.  —AFP

‘Fewer and fewer mayors are agreeing to endorse candidates’

French far-right candidate
Zemmour struggling before vote 

PARIS: French far-right party “Reconquete!” leader, media pundit and candidate for the 2022 French presi-
dential election Eric Zemmour (C), next to Reconquete!’ electoral campaign director Guillaume Peltier (L)
and French far-right politician Philippe de Villiers (R), reacts after he delivered his New Year’s greetings to
the French press. —AFP

UK’s Johnson faces 
fresh scandal over 
lockdown breach 
LONDON: British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was
embroiled yesterday in another scandal over his gov-
ernment’s alleged lockdown breaches, as police said
they were investigating a Downing Street gathering
to which over 100 people were invited.

In the latest in a string of such accusations, Johnson
and others allegedly held a drinks party in the garden
of his official residence in May 2020 when all in-per-
son socialising was outlawed. An email leaked late
Monday indicated that Martin Reynolds, a senior civil
servant, invited more than 100 Downing Street col-
leagues to “bring your own booze” to the event, which
Johnson and his wife Carrie allegedly attended.

The potentially highly damaging revelations follow a
series of similar claims which emerged last month
about Downing Street parties held during later lock-
downs in the run-up to Christmas in 2020. They
prompted Johnson to appoint another senior civil ser-
vant, Sue Gray, to investigate and she is now expected
to expand her probe to cover the new allegations.

Meanwhile in a statement late Monday, London
police said they were also making enquiries over
potential breaches of the lockdown laws in relation to
the May gathering. “The Metropolitan Police Service is

aware of widespread reporting relating to alleged
breaches of the Health Protection Regulations at
Downing Street on May 20, 2020 and is in contact with
the Cabinet Office,” the force said.

‘Socially distanced drinks’ 
Johnson has previously denied knowledge that any

rules were broken in Downing Street during the pan-
demic, as he faced weeks of excoriating headlines over
the previous allegations before Christmas. But the lat-
est accusations appear to directly contradict those
claims.

In the May 2020 email sent by Reynolds, he wrote:
“After what has been an incredibly busy period it
would be nice to make the most of the lovely weather
and have some socially distanced drinks in the No10
garden this evening.”

Britain at the time was in the throes of its first
lockdown, and outdoor social gatherings of any kind
were banned. ITV News, which obtained the email,
said around 40 staff ended up gathering in the gar-
den that evening, eating picnic food and drinking.

BBC News said it had contemporaneous emails
from some Downing Staff that questioned the wisdom
of the invitation. “It’s right that Sue Gray is looking into
this matter independently,” Health minister Ed Argar
told Sky News yesterday during a round of broadcast
interviews. “I’m not going to make comments that
would prejudge or get in the way of that.” 

‘Come clean’ 
However, the new claims drew a chorus of condem-

nation from political opponents and others, heaping
fresh pressure on the embattled leader after a series of
separate sleaze scandals. “Boris Johnson, your deflec-
tions and distractions are absurd,” tweeted Keir
Starmer, leader of the main opposition Labour party.

“Stop lying to the British public. It’s time to finally
come clean.” Meanwhile Jonathan Evans, the head of
the independent Committee on Standards in Public
Life, which advises prime ministers on ethics, said the
latest allegations showed “carelessness” over maintain-
ing standards. —AFP

Multi-millionaire 
killer Durst dead
CALIFORNIA: Real estate heir and con-
victed murderer Robert Durst, who was
jailed for life for the killing of his best friend,
died Monday in a California prison, his
lawyer said. Multi-millionaire Durst was the
subject of an explosive HBO documentary
entitled “The Jinx,” which ultimately led to
his conviction over one of the three grue-
some deaths for which he was believed to
be responsible.

Attorney Chip Lewis said the 78-year-
old succumbed to “natural causes associat-
ed with the litany of medical issues we had
repeatedly reported to the court over the
last couple of years.” Durst was convicted
last year of the December 2000 shooting of
Susan Berman in her Beverly Hills home.

Crime writer Berman, the daughter of a
Las Vegas mobster, had taken on the role of
Durst’s spokeswoman after he became a
suspect in the disappearance of his wife,
Kathleen, 18 years earlier. Prosecutors said
he had murdered Berman to prevent her

from incriminating him in a renewed police
investigation into the disappearance of
Kathleen Durst.

Durst’s wife, a medical student, was just
29 when she vanished as the couple’s mar-
riage was disintegrating. He told investiga-
tors in New York state she had boarded a
train to Manhattan bound for the couple’s
apartment there — one of a number of
homes they shared — but had never
arrived.

A woman claiming to be Kathleen Durst
called the medical school the next morning
to say she was sick and would not be in
class. Prosecutors said they believed that
woman had been Berman. The investigation
into Kathleen Durst’s disappearance sput-
tered out, but was reignited in 2000, when,
Durst said in “The Jinx,” police got in touch
with Berman.

On Christmas Eve of that year, Berman’s
bloodied body was found face-down in her
home. Durst told his Los Angeles trial he
had found Berman dead when he showed
up for a visit. He later admitted that an
anonymous note sent to police telling them
about the body was his work, but main-
tained he had not killed his friend.

Axe 
In the following weeks, he fled

California for Galveston, Texas. There he
befriended Morris Black, whose severed
body parts were later found floating in a
bay. Bloodstains in Durst’s rented apart-
ment led the police to arrest and charge
him for the death.

At the trial in Texas, he said he had
come home to find Black in his apartment
with a gun. He claimed Black died in the
ensuing scuffle. He admitted using an axe
and a saw to hack the body into pieces, but
said he had done so because he did not feel
anyone would believe his story of self-
defense, because he was already a suspect
in at least one other murder. “I did not kill
my best friend,” Durst testified. “I did dis-
member him.” The jury acquitted him.

Despite public outrage at the time, the
case eventually faded, but Durst came back
to public attention in 2015 with “The Jinx.”
In its stunning finale, Durst is heard mutter-
ing to himself, “Killed them all, of course”
— apparently unaware that a microphone
he was wearing during the recording of
that episode remained switched on while
he was using the restroom.

Durst was arrested over Berman’s
slaying in March 2015 in a New Orleans
hotel room, hours before that dramatic
episode aired. Durst was the grandson of
the founder of a large Manhattan real
estate firm. His share of the family for-
tune was estimated to be around $100
million. —AFP

News in brief

Rescue operation for F-16V fighter

TAIPEI:  Taiwan’s air force said it had launched a
rescue operation to locate one of its most advanced
F-16s after the fighter jet vanished from radar
screens yesterday. The jet disappeared around half
an hour after taking off for a routine training flight
from a base in the southern city of Chiayi, the air
force said in a statement. Taiwan’s national rescue
centre reported that people saw the F-16V “crash-
ing into the sea,” adding that two choppers and one
coastguard vessel had been dispatched to find the
jet. President Tsai Ing-wen has ordered an all-out
rescue effort and asked for clarity around the cause
of the incident, her office said. —AFP

S Korean Air Force pilot killed 

SEOUL:  A South Korean Air Force pilot was killed
in a F-5 fighter jet crash yesterday, officials said, a
week after the country grounded its fleet of F-35s.
The jet crashed into a mountain in Hwaseong, about
50 kilometres south of the capital Seoul, according
to military authorities. The single pilot on board
failed to eject and was killed in the crash, the
defence ministry said in a statement. The airforce
said it was investigating the cause of the accident.
The F-5E is an older generation fighter jet with a
design that dates back to the 1960s. Last week,
South Korea grounded its entire fleet of advanced
F-35 fighter jets, after one of them was forced to
make a dramatic emergency landing after a major
systems malfunction. —AFP

6.6-magnitude quake jolts Cyprus

PAPHOS:  A 6.6-magnitude quake hit off the west
coast of Cyprus early yesterday, the US Geological
Survey said, but there were no reports of casualties
or structural damage. The strong and relatively shal-
low quake at 0107 GMT was centred 48 kilometres
(30 miles) west-northwest of the town of Polis on the
Mediterranean island, the USGS said. The tremor
was felt across Cyprus and around the region with
reports from as far away as Turkey, Zionist entity
and Lebanon, according to the USGS. It shook
buildings in the capital Nicosia, 130 kilometres away,
where some residents went out into the streets. “It
was frightening. The whole building was shaking
endlessly,” one Nicosia resident told AFP. “I thought
it would never end.” Cyprus police told AFP there
were no reports of injuries or serious structural
damage from the quake, but it woke people across
the island.  —AFP
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LONDON: File photo shows Britain’s Prime Minister Boris
Johnson (R) and Martin Reynolds, the Prime Minister’s
Principal Private Secretary (L), arrive back at Downing
Street in London, after chairing the weekly cabinet
meeting.  —AFP
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LOS ANGELES, California: File photo
shows real estate heir Robert Durst
looks over during his murder trial in
Los Angeles, California. —AFP

Famed anti-Kremlin 
writer Shenderovich 
flees Russia
MOSCOW: A prominent Russian satirist who was
branded a “foreign agent” by authorities announced
yesterday that he had fled the country, saying he
feared punitive criminal prosecution. Viktor
Shenderovich, 63, is a writer and commentator most
famous for depicting President Vladimir Putin as an

ugly dwarf in a show called “Puppets” that was popu-
lar in the 1990s.

The show was pulled off the air in 2000, soon after
the Russian leader came to power, ushering in an era of
tightening controls over free expression.
Shenderovich-the latest in a string of critical public
figures to leave Russia-said he left because of pressure
from Yevgeny Prigozhin, a powerful Kremlin ally
Washington has hit with sanctions, in part for meddling
in US presidential elections in 2016.

In December, Prigozhin’s company Concord said
it would sue the satirist over allegedly defamatory
comments he made on the liberal Echo of Moscow
radio station. Before that a Russian court ordered the

author to pay Prigozhin 100,000 rubles ($1,335) in
moral damages.

In a Facebook post yesterday Shenderovich
explained his decision to flee, saying: “We’re talking
about the prospect of imprisonment.” He did not say
where he had fled to. Prigozhin accused Shenderovich
of “soiling his pants” out of fear and said he was
“amazed at the cowardice of the pro-Western sectors
of our society”.

The Kremlin said the writer’s departure was
unrelated to his “foreign agent” status and said
Shenderovich appeared to be evading court .
Shenderovich was designated a “foreign agent”
last month in a move he said was designed to push

him out of the country.
The status is reminiscent of the Soviet-era term

“enemy of the people” and is meant to apply to people
or groups that receive funding from abroad and are
politically active. The past year has seen an unprece-
dented crackdown in Russia, including the jailing of
anti-corruption campaigner Alexei Navalny.

His political organisations were shut last year, as
well as Russia’s most prominent rights group,
Memorial. Opposition politician Dmitry Gudkov, who
fled Russia last year, responded to Shenderovich’s
announcement along with the departure of other
opposition figures, saying: “We are witnessing a catas-
trophe.”  —AFP


